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What is a Couples Enrichment Workshop? It is an opportunity for a couple to focus on their 
relationship, enhance communication skills, and deepen their appreciation of each other. A 
couples enrichment program is not therapy, but a way to make good relationships even better. 
 
Who can participate in a couples enrichment workshop? The workshop is open to any 
couple in a committed relationship, regardless of sexual orientation, marital status, or religious 
affiliation. Virtually any couple that gives a good faith effort to a couples program can benefit. 
 
Will we have to share everything with the group? The workshop emphasizes creating a safe 
and comfortable community, learning concepts and skills, and giving couples the time and space 
to focus on each other. No one will be asked to share anything they don't want to share. 
 

Who will be leading this program?  Facilitators for this program will be 
Gretta and Jacob Stone, from Montpelier, Vermont, in the USA.  They 

have been leading couple enrichment programs throughout the United 
States for the past twenty-two years, under the auspices of Friends 
General Conference and Friends Couple 
Enrichment.(friendscoupleenrichment.org).  This program at Congenies is 
part of a European trip in celebration of their fiftieth wedding anniversary in 
July 2017. 
 

Centre Quaker de Congenies is located in a lovely valley between the Cévennes 
Mountains & the Mediterranean Sea. For those coming a distance, we are offering 2 extra days 
to the program that includes an opportunity to visit local sights. Some transportation will be 
provided, including bikes if you would like to explore the French countryside. There will be music 
in the evenings. Email for more information. 
 
Cost: weekend retreat : 265 euros per couple, includes 2 nights accommodation, all meals. 
Extended stay: 555 euros per couple, includes additional 2 nights accommodation (total 4), trip to 
medieval village of Sommieres, breakfasts and dinners. 
 
Getting Here is Easy: See our website or email us for details.  
 
Questions about the program: Contact Gretta at gsfrombucks@gmail.com or (001) 267-885-
2037. After 25 May and/or to register email Judy or Dave: centre.quaker.congenies@gmail.com 

  
 

Centre Quaker de Congénies 
http://www.maison-quaker-congenies.org/ 

Centre.quaker.congenies@gmail.com 
+33 (0)4 66 71 46 41 

 

 

A Couples Enrichment Retreat at the  
Centre Quaker de Congénies, in the  

South of France 
  

First Weekend in June, 2017 
 

2 -4 June OR: Coming from a Distance? Enhance the weekend with 
singing and sightseeing by extending your visit to 1–5 June. Email 

for more information on the program options. 
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